SCHEMA 1. BASIC BEING REALISM -- MAN: BODY/SOUL COMPOSITE -- NATURAL LAW IN
ACTION OR ROMAN CATHOLIC HUMANBEINGNESS OR BASIC BEING REALISM
Body
CONTINUUM
Variables of
Physical SpaceTime

Soul (Spirit)
TRANSCENDENTALS
Variables of All Being

Event A point
in space-time or
something that
happens at a
certain place
and time

res - matter - confluence
of being with matter
completing it (and matter
exists to praise God)

Spectrum - The
splitting of
energy into
position-time
relationship

aliquid - identity/form confluence of being with
its form or essence and,
for man, with the Image of
God.

MENTAL SUCCOR
Variables of Healthy
Human Interaction

Living things are
precious - In a
cosmically short,
humanly long 600
million years, matter
has organized itself
into living things. In
his process, no species
has been able to
foresee the next step
forward in the mental
direction of evolution.
Therefore, activities
that hurt any living
thing should be
consistent with
evolving life and
respect the dominant
species existant. For
acting counter to this
protean law spoils
water, soils air, ruins
land, kills living
things, and may
postpone the next
higher level of
evolution, which
hopefully will have
supra-human Men
living peacefully
together in a fuller
Humanity that our
minds cannot foresee.
Choose Life, hurt
less, and kill little.
Selective Ignoring Animals seldom
ignore and often are
indiscriminate. But a
human being
consciously selects
those things to be
overlooked in the
interest of mutual
respect. Ignoring
those things removes
antipathy which
wastes human energy.
Selectively ignore ...
so that nothing ruins
relationship. Thus
hate will be thwarted,
and love will
personalize whatever
confronts you.

SACRAMENTS
Divine Variables
of Rituals Linking
to the Statimuum
and God
Baptism "Woman
behold thy Son." - To cleanse one's
soul and to
become alive. To
enter the realm of
God and to
participate in the
Incarnation.

HUMANNESS
Variables of
Community
Universals

VIRTUE
Variables of Will
and Incarnating
Acts

Dignity - treated
as inviolable end
and never uses a
means

Faith-assent to
God

Penance "Father
forgive them for
they know not
what they do." -Suffering converts
entropy to
synthesis. To
Ascend and to
participate in the
Incarnation.

Unity - honored
as a totum and
no part treated in
isolation

Hope - Trust in
ultimate
positivity and
asension
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Field - A matrix
existing through
space and time.

verum - truth - confluence
of being with reality.

Quantum - The
indivisible unit
of receiving or
giving energy

unum - oneness confluence with being
itself and all desirables
related to it establishing an
extra epidermal unity with
family, neighborhood,
community, the world,
universe and God.

Subdued spontaneity,
non-self excluded -Spontaneity is to be
genuinely responsive
(it is a kind of
freedom!). However,
subduedness is
necessary to avoid
raucous
overbearingness. And
deleting "nonself" is
to be without
affectation and, as
well, is to play not a
fraudulent role. In
sum, a human being
avoids artificial
pretending, is free and
open, but ... is
subdued so as not to
offend others. Be
yourself therefore, but
keep it calm... and
thereby dignity, truth,
and respect for others
become a
personalizing and
pleasant way of life.
Affect assistance Animals do not
verbalize feelings or
emotions but merely
act out instead. A
human being,
however, expresses
the affects: I am
angry. You are angry.
I am worried. You
are worried. I am
scared. You are
scared. I am sad.
You are sad. I am
disgusted. You are
disgusted. I am
confused. You are
confused. I am happy.
You are happy. By
the calm expression of
affects, unconditional
help is given to
oneself and to others
in mutual selfunderstanding, in
tactic-less interaction,
and in self-aware
interpersonal
commitment to truth.
Therefore, help
yourself (and help me)
with our feelings. To
know and to express
them is to create
humanbeingness and
is to care.

Holy Communion
- "Oh my God,
why has thou
forsaken me?" -To be in the Body
of Christ. To
enter the
Statimuum and to
participate in the
Incarnation.

Integrity- moral
good upheld and
never divorced
from his nature

Charity conscious
commitment to
perfection

Confirmation "Into thine hands,
I commend my
spirit." -- To be in
the Holy Spirit.
To enter the
World of Relating
and to participate
in the Incarnation.

Identity - as
individual and as
member of the
human species
to be valued and
allowed to
develop without
radical alteration

Prudence practical reason
seeing and
recognizing the
will of God in all
things and aware
of
interdependence
of all virtues in
life
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Singularity - A
point position at
gravitational
collapse
wherein the
space-time
curvature is
infinite

bella - beauty - confluence
of being with ascendency
or "bringing out the best
of itself and all around it"
thereby elevating all on
the planet.

Dimension Space
coordinates and
time

ens - what has existence.

Detached warmth and
gentleness - Animals
seldom keep their
distance and often are
rough, crude and
overactive. But a
human being has
warmth (which is
being "close"),
detachment (which
avoids being "too
close"), and gentleness
(which makes "love"
more than a word).
Altogether, detached
warmth and gentleness
make one's voice,
touch, and manner to
be more mild, more
true, and more
conducive to family,
friends and strangers
having love for one
another.
Non-reactive listening
- Animals hardly
listen; they mainly
react, and reaction
spoils the listening;
But a human being
accepts voluntary
communications from
another by allowing
full expression
without cues of
acceptance or
rejection. Such nonreaction allows the
other to bring forth
ideas, feelings,
wishes, and fantasies
which, if listened to,
give understanding -the basis of growth,
love, and peace.

Extreme Unction "It is finished."
To be in the
Father. To Enter
the Fullness of
Life and to
participate in the
Incarnation.

Spirituality should be
affirmed and
upheld and
never treated as
merely natural

Justice - Regard
for and giving to
all that is due
them

Holy Orders "This day thou
shalt be with me
in Paradise." -- To
be on the Cross.
To Enter The
world of Liberty
and to participate
in the Incarnation.

Life [Father] Agency
conflates

Fortitude strong, firm,
assured, practice
of all virtues in
pursuit of Good
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Uncertainty Accuracy of
position is
inversely
related to the
accuracy of
movement

bonum - good confluence of a being with
proper function in nature
(proper choice and
transcendental compliance
in natural law)

Force - That
which effects
matter particles

ens - what has existence

Person- Conscious of
Consciousness (C2) Centered Candidness Animals may be
conscious but not
conscious of
consciousness.
Human beings,
however, reflect (like
human cerebra) back
on themselves
conscious of their own
consciousness. This
consciousness squared
(C2) gives partial
freedom from
biological evolution
by virtue of reflective
thought manipulating
matter in the
sequential priorities of
Life first, Liberty
second, and the
Pursuit of Happiness
third. So candidly
center yourself on
behalf of C2CCs. To
do so is to acquire not
only humanbeingness
but is to ascend,
expand, and achieve
community with any
Conscious-ofConsciousness
Creature ever
anywhere in the
Universe.
Relationship - I pledge
allegiance to Mankind
and to its flag, for
which no one should
die; and to evolving
life on this planet, for
living things are
precious. I pledge to
treat all humanely by
caring for and
respecting others'
bodies; by
understanding others'
minds but being true
to myself without
disrespect; and by
accepting the
emotions of others as I
control my own. I
will have mercy on
others with gentle
liberty and empathic
justice for all.

Matrimony - "I
thirst." -- To be
two in One Flesh.
To Enter God's
Creating and to
participate in the
Incarnation.

Liberty [Son] Contingency
confronts

Temperance moderation and
self control

Grace "Earthquake". To be Free. To
Enter the World of
Loving Truth and
to participate in
the Incarnation.

Pursuit of
Happiness [Holy
Spirit] - Strategy
consecrates

Holiness dedicated and
consecrated to
God's Service
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